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i. Abstract
An autonomous flying platform is one which can hover at a predetermined
position whilst remaining stable. Such a vehicle has provided much interest
due to the large number of opportunities it creates.
The design and development of such a platform was offered as a fourth year
group project to Engineering students at the University of Exeter several years
ago. Since then, numerous attempts have been made to fly such a platform,
but so far there has been no success. The most significant achievement was
made by the 2002 – 2003 group. Using 3 phase motors to drive ducted fans,
they were able to achieve high levels of thrust in order to achieve lift. They
also designed a control system whereby the platform would try to stabilise
itself as a result of a disturbance and demonstrated this in tethered flight.
Between October 2003 and May 2004, the ground work established by the
previous group was continued. One of the main issues was that the current
design was not able to sustain an onboard power source. This, along with
various other aims was covered during the course of the year.
As a group project, the responsibility of the author was primarily concerned
with generating a platform power supply and this is covered throughout this
report.
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1. Introduction
The concept of a Flying Platform was introduced in the 1940’s by Charles
Zimmerman [1]. When working for the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (N.A.C.A.) Zimmerman prophesised that rotors on top of a
vehicle, such as a helicopter, are inherently unstable.
He claimed that greater stability could be achieved
when controlled from above, similar to the way of riding
a bicycle or balancing a surfboard. He coined this term
“kinesthetic control”. On 17th September 1953, Hiller
Helicopters signed a contract with the Office of Naval
Research'
s Naval Sciences Division (ONR) to
incorporate Zimmerman'
s "kinesthetic" theories into
developing the a prototype model of a project known as
the “Flying Shoes”. The first free flight of the unit took
place on 27 January 1955, and went in the record
books as the first time man had flown a ducted fan Figure 1.1: The VZ-1
Pawnee Flying Platform
vertical take off and landing (VTOL) aircraft. Such a
development provided many opportunities, especially for military purposes.
The U.S. Army commissioned Hiller Helicopters to construct 2 such vehicles
for infantry and reconnaissance use. Several subsequent designs of such
manned flying platforms have been developed since, including the De
Lackener and Hummingbird Platforms [2].
However, the greatest development challenge comes in the form of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). These may be semi or fully autonomous.
In some ways, semi autonomous UAVs are regarded not to be vastly different
from manned platforms as the stability control is still achieved by a person.
The only difference with a UAV is that this control is by remote transmission
from the ground.
Fully autonomous UAVs offer solutions in a wide variety of applications. The
military can uses these for improved reconnaissance use as they can be preprogrammed where to go and what to do. Removing any remote radio control
means that they can be deployed to areas which may be out of range and, if
the situation was hostile, there would be no risk that the platforms would fall
into enemy control by interception of the radio signal. Removing the person
also opens up a wide range of possibilities. UAVs can be sent on endurance
missions for several days or even months without ever needing to return for
food or rest [3]. They may also be sent into situations which may currently be
considered to compromise human safety.
Other than the military, UAVs have the possibility of being used in other
sectors. Such units would be useful for meteorological use for monitoring of
different levels of the atmosphere. Other situations such as traffic
surveillance, and aerial photography would be a cost effective alternative to
hiring or commissioning a manned aircraft [4]. In Italy, the HeliPlat [5] system
is currently being developed which aims to act as a relay network for
telecommunications. In this situation, UAVs would be an ideal solution as they
are considerably cheaper than using satellites and they can be safely brought
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back to ground for maintenance after remaining in place for possibly months
at a time. The successful development of UAVs such as NASA’s Solar
Powered “Helios” Wing [6] shown in figure 1.2 have made projects such as
HeliPlat possible. For use as effective regional transmitters, as depicted in
figure 1.3, they need to be at an altitude to high for manned aircraft.

Figure 1.2: NASA’s Solar Powered “Helios” Wing during
testing [6]

Figure 1.3: The HeliPlat Network [5]

The Design and Development of a Flying Platform has been put forward as a
fourth year Engineering project at the University of Exeter by Dr. M.A. Jenkins
and Dr. G.A. Lester. For several years the project has been running with
several important achievements made by each group. The aim of the exercise
is not just to focus on the academics of the problem. Such a project can only
be successful through a team effort requiring total commitment from every
member. Designing a UAV requires input from a diverse range or Engineering
disciplines; a range which one person alone cannot contain. Through
organised and effective management, the different academic knowledge and
skills of each member can be used to further the progress of such a complex
project.
The 2003 – 2004 Flying Platform project saw a variety of new concepts
being introduced in light of the achievements made by the previous group.
This previous group managed to construct a light weight aluminium structure
propelled by 5 ducted electric fans. Stability of this platform was also achieved
during tethered flight tests. However, they could not solve the problem of
providing enough onboard power to satisfy this stability system. During the
course of this year’s project, an electric generator was developed powered by
an internal combustion engine with the intention that this would provide
enough power for stability control and all the onboard electronics. An
additional engine was purchased to power a ducted fan and achieve a greater
overall thrust. The incorporation of these concepts in the project and their
effects is discussed in this report.
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2. Review of Previous Achievements
The Design and Development of a Flying Platform has been offered as an
annual group project for several years. Previous attempts have examined
different propulsion methods with no real continuation from one year to the
next.
The 2002 – 2003 group were the first to achieve significant progress through
the development of a control system which is successfully interfaced with a
new propulsion system. Vertical thrust was provided by 5 WeMoTec Midi fans
powered by Plettenberg HP 220/30/A4 SP4 SL brushless 3 phase motors.
(Hereafter, these motors will be referred to as HP 220 motors). The speed of
the fans could be varied through a Schulze 32.55 speed controller requiring a
Direct Current (DC) supply and a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) control
signal. This combination has proved to produce the greatest amount of thrust
achieved by any group yet.

Figure 2.1: Propulsion Ducted Fan using a WeMoTec Midi Fan powered by a Plettenberg HP 220 motor [6]

However, such powerful motors required an electrical source capable of
delivering this. As a result, 3 12V Hawker 100Ah Lead Acid batteries were
needed each weighing 47kg [7]. Obviously such a source could not be placed
on board but if an alternative method was not possible, then this fan and
motor combination is inappropriate for the project.
With power supplied by an umbilical to the platform, the control and stability
aspect of the problem was tackled. It was found that the response time of the
fans with the speed controller would be quick enough to respond to a
disturbance input and correct the balance of the platform. Using three
electronic gyroscopes mounted at 90° to each other, the change in the
angular rotation of the platform could be electronically determined. Three
accelerometers also calculated the rate at which the platform moved. Using
the outputs from all of these, a control system was developed to correct
changes by increasing the thrust from particular fans. This was successfully
demonstrated by the group in a tethered flight experiment.
The noticeable achievements made by this previous group during the course
of the year would not have been made possible without effective project
management and organisation. This was demonstrated by the Chair of the
group who successfully maintained the progress of the project by ensuring
that all resources were used to the maximum. Regular meetings and the
undertaking of tasks concurrently rather than sequentially resulted in the level
of progress made.
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3. Project Aims
The Project Design Specification (PDS) can be found in Appendix 1. At the
beginning of the project, the main objective was to develop on the groundwork
established by the previous group resulting in the flight of a stabilised platform
by the end of the year. However, owing to continual problems in a variety of
areas, this was not accomplished.
It has already been explained that the previous group encountered problems
with developing an effective onboard electrical power source [6]. Therefore, a
new method needed to be explored. Based on the recommendations of the
previous group [6, 7], this was to be from using and Internal Combustion (IC)
engine driving a generator. One of the aims this year was to determine
whether or not such a concept would be feasible.
With the introduction of an internal combustion engine, the weight of the
platform is increased. Therefore, the 5 electric fans used by the previous
group would not achieve enough thrust to lift the platform. An attempt at using
an IC engine for propulsion by the group in 2000 – 2001 concluded stating
that such a method does not respond fast enough in order to correct
instability. However, when run constantly, the thrust achieved is significantly
greater than for the electric fans. Therefore a central ducted fan powered by a
second IC engine is proposed for the platform. The intention is that this will
generate enough thrust to justify its use and support the other engine with the
perimeter electric fans as stability correction. An outcome whether such a
method would be achievable was also intended to be reached by the end of
the project.
Thanks to the generosity of BAE Systems, the project was loaned an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU). Such a device incorporated three accelerometers,
three electronic gyroscopes and 2 inclinometers to determine spatial position
in the 6 degrees of freedom illustrated in appendix 2. The IMU was precision
Engineered and as a result, the outputs were clean and incurred minimal drift.
Through the construction of a decoder unit, the role of the IMU was hoped to
improve the stability of the Platform.
With introduction of IC engines, the control of the platform was made more
complex. The effect of fuel tanks in terms of fuel consumption and fuel motion
resulted in a change in the way the weight is distributed on the platform.
Additional effects from the engines also required a review of the current
control system and improved where necessary.
The extra components such as the IC engines and IMU needed mounting on
the structure requiring the existing one to be reassessed. The IC engines
caused vibrations intense enough to sheer M4 bolts and so investigation of
various mounting techniques was required. The balancing of the components
was also important as this would affect the design and performance of the
control system.
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4. Project Organisation
The Flying Platform 2003 – 2004 project group comprised of 9 members.
The project was governed by Dr. M.A. Jenkins and Dr. G.A. Lester who
provided guidance where necessary. Table 4.1 lists all the group members
with the areas in which they contributed to the project.
Name

Responsibilities

Liam Dushynsky
(Project Chairman)

Project Management
IMU Decoding
Propulsion Testing
Genset Testing
IMU analysis
IMU interfacing
IMU testing
Mechanical Test rig design
Mechanical Test rig construction
IC Engine research and selection
Propulsion Testing
Genset Testing
Initial Thrust Testing
Control Theory
Control System Design
Control Theory
Control System Design
Control System Construction
Electrical Power Generation
Electrical Test rig design
Electrical Test rig construction
Propulsion Testing
Genset Testing
Mechanical Theory
Design of custom central fan
Control Theory
Propulsion duct analysis
Propulsion duct design
Propulsion Testing
Structure
PIC Design and programming
Initial Thrust Testing
Electrical Test rig construction
Propulsion Testing
Genset Testing

Richard Forder
Richard Holbrook

Rebecca Hughes
Kevin Lowis
(Project Treasurer)
James Mackenzie – Burrows
(Project Secretary)

Jody Muelaner
Christopher Poczka

Alex Tombling

Table 4.1: The 2003 – 2004 Flying Platform Group
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5. Project Management
5.1 Introduction
In a project as diverse and as complex as this, effective management was of
key importance. With 9 members in the group, meetings were required in
order to express opinions and share ideas. These meetings also aimed to
maintain a group structure and prevent fragmentation. At the first meeting, a
Chair person was elected whose role was to co-ordinate the group to succeed
in achieving the aims of the project. A comprehensive discussion on the
overall project management can be found in the Chair report [9].
In order to maintain constant communication, it was decided that the group
would hold two formal meetings every week throughout the first and second
semesters. Monday morning meetings were used to discuss what had been
achieved by group members over the weekend. Once progress had been
determined, a course of action was then planned for the rest of the week.
Thursday meetings were held with the supervisors, and invited guests,
allowing the group to benefit from any advice given as well as providing the
guests with feedback as to the progress of the project. Any specialist advice
could then be researched over the weekend by individuals in preparation for
the Monday meeting.
5.2 Role of the Secretary
The project secretary maintained minute keeping throughout all of the formal
meetings. These can be found in 2 volumes [10, 11]. Initially minutes were
endeavoured to be published by the same afternoon as the meeting.
However, as the project progressed, the priority throughout the working day
needed to be focused on the progression of practical work. As a result,
minutes were available to all by the next working day. An established layout
was agreed on by the third week, which was then adhered to for the duration
of the project. A copy of the minutes from a randomly chosen meeting can be
found in Appendix 3.
Informal meetings could be held in the workshop designated to the project.
In order to make any important information available, it was decided that the
group would benefit from using the University’s WebCT system. The secretary
managed this, allowed designated users to log in to shared files from any
location, ensuring a constant availability of such information by all. Once
established, WebCT was the distribution method for the minutes to all group
members with the exception of supervisors and guests. To these, the minutes
were delivered to either in person or via pigeon holes.
5.3 Role of the Treasurer
In order to maintain the finances of the project, a Treasurer was appointed
through whom all purchases were made. Expensive purchases including the
IC engine required the approval of the supervisors before approval was given.
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Details of the financial management can be found in the treasurer’s report
[12].
5.4 Sectional Organisation
As the project began to progress, 4 distinct sections became apparent. All
members were part of these groups but not restricted to just one. The Chair
appointed sectional managers who would coordinate the teams and liaise
together to ensure a continuous flow of information. This sectional structure is
shown in table 5.1.
Section

Group Members

Control / IMU

Kevin Lowis (Section leader)
Richard Forder
Liam Dushynsky
Rebecca Hughes
Richard Holbrook (Section leader)
Alex Tombling
James Mackenzie – Burrows
Christopher Poczka
Jody Muelaner
Alex Tombling (Section leader)
James Mackenzie – Burrows
Richard Holbrook
Christopher Poczka (Section leader)
Jody Muelaner

(Included control theory and testing)

Propulsion

(Included central fan IC engine testing, prototype duct
testing and design for custom central fan)

Electrical Power Systems

(Included Genset and power distribution)

Structure
Table 5.1: Sectional Organisation

Throughout the majority of the project, this organisation was effective in
terms of productivity. Information was transferred between sections well.
However, towards the later part of the project, commitment from various
members was not always strong and progress begun to deviate from the
critical path of the project plan [9]. The chair responded to this by assigning
more people to the critical path tasks which were not complete. Unfortunately
by the end of the project, and at the time of writing, not all the tasks were
completed.
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6. Work Completed
All work in this report was completed during the course of the 2003 – 2004
academic year. As explained, each member focused on different aspects of
the project depending on the section they were part of. After much
deliberation and discussion throughout the year, it was decided that the
resulting Platform should consist of the following (see Appendix 4 for a
diagrammatic version):
•
•
•
•
•

A new structure such that the centre of mass is made as low as
possible to allow a more simple method of stability correction.
This stability would be achieved through the four perimeter electric fans
introduced by last year.
Improve the overall thrust by developing a central fan driven directly
from an IC engine mounted in the centre of the Platform.
Introduce a second IC engine, directly driving a generator, to provide
electric power to the perimeter fans and all the onboard electronics.
Further improve the stability of the platform by consolidating the
separate accelerometers and gyroscopes into the IMU and appropriate
decoding circuitry.

The author of this report primarily completed the following work in the areas
of electric power generation and distribution and this is discussed in this
report. However, as already explained, for such a complex project, it was
impractical for each member to work individually. A considerable amount of
assistance was given to the propulsion section working on the central fan
design in light of several problems which were encountered [13, 14].
6.1 Electrical Power Systems
As coordinator of achieving electrical power, the author was guided by the
aim of the task; to produce maximum power from minimum weight. Different
methods of power production were experimented with and will be discussed in
this section. The initial starting point was to determine how much power was
required by all electrical and electronic components of the platform. The
perimeter fans would be providing a substantial level of thrust but also would
be consuming the highest amount of power. It was evident from previous
experiments [15] that as the speed of these fans increase, so did the level of
current consumed. Therefore, if the level of thrust needed was determined,
then the total power needed to be produced could be calculated. However,
the thrust was dependant on the weight of the platform. This could not be
calculated until all the components were decided upon and mounted on the
structure. Very quickly, it was realised that each section of the platform
became dependant on the outcome of another. In order to prevent the
progress of the project reaching a grinding halt then assumptions needed to
be made. After committing to an OS Max 91 engine for the central fan and
basing the weight of the structure the existing one, an estimation of the total
weight was made including payload. This was to be 8.3 kg inclusive of
payload [16]. The central fan could theoretically provide 6 kg of thrust which
meant that the rest had to come from the perimeter fans.
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6.2 Thrust Testing of Perimeter Fans
Testing of one of these fans was already conducted by the previous group.
However, as the outcome of testing was fundamental to the project, the test
was repeated by this year’s group. Details of the test rig used are discussed
by R. Holbrook [13]. Several results were recorded and calculated during the
course of the testing and these can be found in Appendix 5. Out of these, the
most significant to the power production design can be seen in figure 6.1. The
thrust was measured by placing a pair of scales under the opposite end of a
pivoting arm to which a single fan was mounted. The power was calculated
from the following equation:
P = I ⋅V
Where:

(eq. 1)

P = Power (Watts)
I = Current (Amps)
V = Potential Difference, P.D. (Volts)

The fan was powered by one 12 V, 100 Ah lead acid battery. Three of these
batteries were used during tethered flight by the previous group. The variables
I and V from equation 1 were measured from the positive and negative
connections to the speed controller of the motor. Details on the speed
controller are discussed later in this report. One point to note is that as the
currents from the battery were significant, a series ammeter could not be
used. This was resolved by using a clip on ammeter.

Figure 6.1: Electric Perimeter Fans, thrust vs. power consumed

As the sum total of the thrust produced from the fans must be 10 kg, this
requires the perimeter fans to produce a minimum of 1 kg of thrust. However,
during flight, the platform would not be able to meet the demands of any surge
requirements. Such occurrences would be likely if the platform needs to
recover from a disturbance or increase in height. In order to cope with this
flexibility, a maximum thrust level was stated at 1.5 kg. Therefore the power
supply designed must be able to provide between 1.6 kW and 2.8 kW for the
fans with additional consideration for the onboard electronics. Several options
were available in order to solve this problem. The two which were investigated
- 14 -
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are power storage and power generation. These are discussed in sections 6.3
and 6.4.
6.3 Power Storage Methods
6.3.1 Batteries
Significant advances in battery technology have allowed these to be
considered for use as an energy supply in such an application. During the
stability testing undertaken by the previous group, three 12V 100Ah Seal Lead
Acid (SLA) batteries were used to provide the currents required by the
perimeter fans. These fans are governed by a Schulze 32.55 speed controller
into which the specified potential difference can be varied between 12V and
36V. Table 6.1 illustrates the four extreme scenarios based on these variable
potential difference requirements and also the variable power requirements. A
decision was agreed by the group that the battery unit needs to supply the
required power for under 3 kg otherwise other options need to be explored.
Power Required
by fans (W)
1600 (min)
1600 (min)
2800 (max)
2800 (max)

P.D. into speed
controller (V)
12 (min)
36 (max)
12 (min)
36 (max)

Resulting
Current (A)
133
44
233
78

Amp hour requirement of battery
over a 20 minute flight (Ah)
44.3
14.6
77.7
26

Table 6.1: Battery ratings under different scenarios

From research, it was found that the batteries which offer the greatest variety
are Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd), Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH), Lithium ion (Li-ion)
and Lead-Acid.
Ni-Cd batteries have been commercially available since 1947 [17] make
them one of the oldest technologies which are still in use today. With a
reputation for being one of the most “rugged” rechargeable batteries, they
work well in different situations. However, they require pulse charging over a
2-4 hr period which means that persistent trickle charging by the platform is
not an option. They also require maintenance of regular complete discharge in
order to prolong their life. If this is not done then Cadmium crystals form which
may pierce the separator between the anode and cathode resulting in deep
discharge. This is known as the memory effect meaning that the battery will
“remember” about previous discharges and will never fully recover to its
original rated voltage. Although recommended with a C rating of 1 they are
capable of meeting a peak C rating of 20. This means that a 1 Ah cell could
deliver 1 A over a 1 hour period but can deliver 20 A over 3 minutes without
damaging the battery. From a cost point of view, Ni-Cd batteries are the
cheapest available and would be ideal for testing purposes. However, it has
only been possible to source a 12 Ah Ni-Cd pack weighing in excess of 6 kg
[18].
NiMH batteries were introduced in the early 1990s with the promise that they
were the replacement to Ni-Cd. With no cadmium, they were more
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environmentally friendly and boasted a higher energy density of 60 Wh/kg.
Again, these batteries do not appreciate trickle charging and must be well
maintained in order to preserve longevity. After a visit to BAE systems,
investigation of the power technique behind the Segway [19] human
transportation vehicle revealed that they use two 60 NiMH cell packs with an
integrated control unit to monitor their health and state. These packs run at a
nominal 72 V and are rated at 40 Ah [20]. These would meet the requirements
of the flying platform but no information could be obtained from Segway as to
their weight. After contacting SAFT, who were responsible for developing the
Segway batteries, they concluded that a 21 NiMH battery with a terminal
voltage of 25 V and a capacity of 27 Ah would be the only solution [21].
However, this would weigh in the region of 9 kg making it impractical for use
on the platform.
Li-ion batteries are relatively new with Sony commercialising the first
rechargeable cell in 1991 [17]. A the time of writing, energy densities are more
than twice that of Ni-Cd at 150 Wh/kg , making them an attractive alternative
for use in portable equipment such as laptops and mobile phones. However,
they are fragile. Protective circuits are needed to prevent damage from
overcharging, excessive demands on current and high discharge rates. With
the high demand for current from the platform then these cells would not be
suitable in responding to an input disturbance. Even though the power to
weight ratio is preferable compared to Ni-Cd it is still not enough to meet the
strict requirements of the platform. With further development of the chemistry
then these batteries may provide a solution to this issue in the future.
Lead Acid batteries come in two types: “sealed” and “wet”. Wet batteries are
found in cars and require maintenance by topping up the charge with
deionised water. SLA batteries are maintenance free. Four types of Lead Acid
battery exist which were researched for feasibility. They are listed as follows:
•
•

•
•

Cyclic lead acid batteries can be heavily charged and discharged but
provide a low level of power.
Standby lead acid batteries can be trickle charged until they are
needed. They are then able to deliver high currents with stable
voltages. Large scale batteries are used in industrial power systems to
prevent fluctuations in the event of the power supply switching.
Motive batteries are used in applications where power is required for a
specific purpose such a vehicle where the current drawn will be more
or less the same.
Automotive batteries are the wet lead acids found in cars. These
provide the large currents to start the engine and then supply any
electronics whilst constantly being trickle charged by the dynamo.

From the characteristics listed above a SLA battery would be the most
suitable. However, their weight is the limiting factor and energy densities are
typically 45 Wh/kg. Correspondence with various suppliers revealed clearly
that SLA batteries are too heavy for such an application. This is shown in
table 6.2 overleaf:
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Supplier

Battery Model

Rated Voltage (V)

Capacity (Ah)

Weight (kg)

CPC Battery Service
CPC Battery Service
Battery Specialists
Batteries Direct
Batteries Direct

MPC 17/12
EW230
EW75

12V
24
12
24
24

17
38
30
230
75

6
15
10
70
20

Table 6.2: Comparison of available lead acid batteries from direct correspondence

Therefore in conclusion to this study, batteries are currently not a suitable
option for powering this particular flying platform. However, the continued
development of Li-ion batteries may result in energy densities which are
suitable for such an application.
6.3.2 Ultra Capacitors
Typical capacitors only hold small amounts of change and are rated in the
picoFarad (pF), nanoFarad (nF) and microFarad (µF) regions. Ultra capacitors
are based in the Farad region making them the ideal solution for delivering
high levels of power in a situation where a battery is not required. Table 6.3
directly compares the characteristics of a lead-acid battery with an ultra
capacitor.
Charge Time
Discharge Time
Energy (Wh/kg)
Cycle Life
Efficiency

Lead Acid
1 – 5 hours
0.3 – 3 hours
10 – 100
1000
70% - 85%

Ultra Capacitor
0.3 – 30 seconds
0.3 – 30 seconds
1 – 10
>500,000
85% - 90%

Table 6.3: Comparison of Ultra Capacitors with Lead Acid Batteries

Ultra capacitors decay linearly unlike lead acid and other electro-chemical
batteries. This means that the capacitor is only useful over a short period of
time figure 6.2 illustrates decay trend for the different energy sources:
100%

VLIM

Li-ion

VLIM

NiMH
Lead Acid

Percentage of P.D
across source
terminals when
fully charged

Ultra
Capacitor

0%
t=0

Time from fully charged to fully
discharged

Figure 6.2: Decay trends for different energy storage sources
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For the types of energy storage sources discussed, figure 6.2 shows the
decay trend that the source follows from a fully charged state to a fully
discharged state as recommended by the manufacturer. Unlike ultra
capacitors, electrochemical sources must not be deep discharged to avoid
damage to the cell structure. Therefore, VLIM will be defined by the
manufacturer to be the lowest level at which the source can be operated at.
However, it can be seen that these sources remain above 70% of their fully
charged voltage for over 90% of their discharging time. Ultra capacitors decay
so rapidly the load they are supplying may have switched off before they are
even 40% discharged.
With such short discharge times, ultra capacitors are not suitable as battery
substitutes. Applications such as hybrid engines and uninterruptible power
supplies (UPS) have seen ultra capacitors used in parallel with a battery in
order to meet any surge current requirements which the power supply could
not meet on its own. However, the main disadvantage of using an ultra
capacitor for the flying platform is weight. The Tavrima ESCAP 10/42 can
provide 62 A at 42 V but at a cost of 10.5 kg. Unlike batteries, smaller ultra
capacitors cannot be connected together in series to increase the total
potential difference thus limiting the choice available. Additional voltage
balancing circuitry is required in this case. A summary given to the group the
findings from the research of ultra capacitors can be seen in Appendix 6.
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6.4 Power Generation
It has now been proved that a platform power supply using energy storage
methods is not possible with the current technologies available. If it were
possible to use ultra capacitors or lead acid batteries then a dynamo or
generator would be needed anyway to maintain charge levels. In light of the
impressive capabilities of the OS Max 91 ducted fan IC engine [13], it was
decided to investigate the possibility of using one of these to drive a generator
to produce all the power without the need to store it. Such a commitment
required close cooperation between mechanical and electronic disciplines and
from this the Electrical Power Systems sub group was formed. Research was
undertaken for the suitability of using dynamos or alternators [25] but
concluded that these were too heavy. As a result, it was decided to
investigate the possibility of using an electric motor driven in reverse to
produce power.
6.5 Motor theory
A current carrying wire will deflect a compass needle. This was first noticed
and studies by Oersted in 1819. From this it was proved that a current flowing
in a conductor creates an electrostatic field
perpendicular to the conductor as shown in
figure 6.3. The direction of flux around this
Conductor
conductor is represented by the well known
“screw rule” and originates from atomic spin.
Current Flow
(Note: During the course of this theory,
conventional current flow will be used and not
electron
flow theory.) When such a conductor
Direction
of Flux
is placed in a magnetic field, it will experience
a force. This will be proportional to the
Figure 6.3: Flux lines around a current
velocity of the charges in the wire,
carrying conductor
proportional to the strength of the magnetic
field and in a direction perpendicular to velocity and field [26]. The magnitude
of this force is given by equation 2.
F = q ⋅ v ⋅ B ⋅ sin θ
Where:

|F|
q
|v|
|B|

=
=
=
=
=

(eq. 2)

Magnitude of the resultant force (in vector form)
charge on an electron
velocity of electron (in vector form)
Magnetic Flux Density (in vector form)
angle between the velocity vector and the flux density vector

The direction of the magnetic field is best demonstrated in diagrammatic
form. In figure 6.4 it can be seen that the sum total of flux is greater above the
conductor than below it. The magnetic flux lines do indeed “bend” around the
conductor and therefore will exert a force in the direction indicated. The three
variables are current, magnetic field and direction of force. All three are
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separated by 90° and if the direction of two is known then the third can be
determined by Fleming’s Left Hand Rule.
Current flow
(velocity vector)
into page

N

S
Field
cancellation

Resultant
Force

Figure 6.4: Effect of a current carrying conductor in a magnetic field.

A conductor is effectively a “tunnel” for charge to travel. The charge flowing in
the conductor is given by equation 3
q = I ⋅t
Where:

(eq. 3)
q
I
t

=
=
=

Charge in a conductor (C)
Current in conductor (A)
Time for the current to flow (s)

Re-writing equation 2 with this definition of charge gives:

or

F = I ⋅ t ⋅ v ⋅ B ⋅ sin θ

(eq. 4)

F = I ⋅ L ⋅ B ⋅ sin θ

(eq. 5)

where:

L = the length of the conductor

Ideally, in a motor, the “sin ” term should be 1 so as to not to reduce the
resultant force, |F|. The closer that motors can be manufactured with
conductors perpendicular to the magnetic field, the more efficient they are. In
this condition, they obey equation 6, also known as the Motor Equation
F = B⋅I ⋅L

(eq. 6)
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6.5.1 DC Motor
In a basic DC motor, continuous rotation is achieved through the use of split
ring commutators. In effect, these turn the DC input into a square AC signal.
However, the output torque from a DC motor does not remain continuous.
Figures 6.5 to 6.7 illustrate the reason for this variation.
A motor is constantly trying to force a
current carrying conductor in the direction
indicated by Fleming’s left hand rule. When
the motor is in the orientation shown in
figure 6.5, the tangential direction of motion
is parallel to this force. As a result, this is
where the greatest amount of torque
occurs. It follows that:
F = BIL

Figure 6.5: DC motor, stage 1

As the motor rotates, the electromagnetic
force on the winding is no longer acting
parallel to its direction of motion. Only a
component of this force is acting. At 45°, the
magnitude of this force is given by:
F = BIL ⋅ sin 45
Figure 6.6: DC motor, stage 2

Finally when the direction of motion is
parallel to the magnetic field, the windings
on the motor experience no electromagnetic
force. This is due to the following:
F = BIL ⋅ sin 180 = 0

Figure 6.7: DC motor, stage 3

However, the motor continues to rotate due to its own momentum. This is
also the stage where the commutators must reverse the flow of current so that
the electromagnetic force is in the opposite direction. As a result, the torque
obtained from a DC motor is sinusoidal as shown in figure 6.8.
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Direction of current flow
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Figure 6.8: Current and torque characteristics of a DC motor

If it was not for the mechanical inertia of the motor, then this variation in the
torque may lead to a jerky operation. DC motors were used by the 2001 –
2002 project group. These were Graupner Speed 600 BB Turbo 12V motors
(referred to hereafter as the Graupner Motors) and were available to the
group for experimentation.

6.5.2 AC Motors

Figure 6.9: A Graupner DC motor

As the current in an AC motor is continually reversing, there is no need for
split ring commutation. Each end of the motor winding is directly connected to
the source by means of slip rings. The speed of such a motor is varied by
alternating the frequency of the AC signal at predefined amplitude. However,
in the same way as for a DC motor, the torque of a single phase AC motor
drops to zero twice during every cycle.
6.5.3 Three phase AC motors
The Plettenberg HP 220 motors were used by the previous year’s group to
power the electric fans as they could achieve in excess of 500 W of power at
16 V. This reason for this is due to the supply of 3 AC singles each of which is
120° out of phase. Due to the fact that each phase is zero when the others
are not results in continuous torque supplied by the motor. 3 phase theory is
discussed in depth in the following section. From a simplistic point of view, a 3
phase motor will always provide more torque than a single phase or DC
motor. However, in order to achieve this, 3 phase motors require a significant
quantity of power.

Figure 6.10: A Plettenberg HP 220 3 phase motor
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6.6 Electrical Power Generation
It has been demonstrated that when a current is applied to a conductor in a
magnetic field, motion occurs in the direction stated by Fleming’s left hand
motor rule. However, a back e.m.f. is generated in the opposite direction to
this current flow as explained by Lenz’s law. Therefore, if a conductor is
passed through a magnetic field, it is found that a current flows from one end
of the conductor to the other as a result of this induced e.m.f. As this exists in
the opposite direction as for motors then Fleming’s right hand rule applies in
this case.
The magnitude of the e.m.f. induced is dependant upon; the flux density of
the magnetic field (B); the length of the conductor passing through the
magnetic field (l); and the velocity which the conductor cuts the magnetic field
(v). Equation 7 illustrates the relationship between these variables.
E = B ⋅l ⋅v

(eq. 7)

Therefore, it follows that if a motor with a high magnetic flux density is
rotated at speed, a voltage will exist on the output terminals. If a motor is
supplied with a certain level of electrical power (P1) then a subsequent
mechanical power (P2) will exist when the motor rotates. The amount by
which P2 is less than P1 depends on the efficiency of the motor. Supposing
the situation is reversed and a mechanical power of P1 is put on the motor
shaft. According to generator rule then an electrical power of P2 will be
supplied to the terminals. Such a method was believed to be the solution to
achieving a light weight power supply on the Flying Platform providing the
motors exhibit high efficiencies. The only way to tell if this would work was to
test.
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6.6.1 Testing of Plettenburg HP 220 Motors
These motors were used by the previous group to power the propulsion fans.
As the group were already in possession of the motors then the cost of the
experiment was minimal. Details of the mechanical construction are contained
with in R. Holbrook’s report [13]. As illustrated in figure 6.11, two Plettenberg
HP 220 Motors were mounted such that one was driving the other by means
of a coupling on the motor shafts.
Mounting frames
Motor

Motor acting as a generator

Power
Supply

DC to 3 Phase AC and
Speed Controller

Load

Flexible
Coupling

Rectifier and Load
Resistance

Figure 6.11: Rig for HP 220 Motor Testing

The Schulze 32.55 controller was used in conjunction with a PWM controller
[25] to vary the speed of the motor. As the speed controller converts DC into 3
phase AC, the electrical power into the motor was calculated from the DC
supply in the same way as for the thrust testing experiment in section 6.2. At
this stage it was assumed that any loses in the speed controller would be
negligible and that the full electrical power from the DC source was reaching
the motors.
On the output terminals of the generator motor, a 3 phase signal was
produced; this needed to be converted into DC in order to calculate the power
output. Therefore, the rectifier circuit discussed later in section 6.8 was used.
As earlier stated, electrical power is calculated by using equation 1. This
implies that a current must be allowed to flow and so the rectified DC signal
from the generator was connected to a load resistance typical to that of the
Flying Platform. This was modelled by using a high current variable resistor.
The experiment was run at varying motor speeds and various load
resistances. Care was taken not run the motor at excessive speeds. For this a
mark was drawn on the coupling which was detected by a strobe in order to
calculate speed. The results from testing this motor can be found in Appendix
7.
Conclusion to Plettenberg HP 220 Motor Testing
As can be seen from the results, at a load resistance of 1 ohm, typical to that
assumed of the platform, the power obtained was over 370 W with an
efficiency exceeding 96%. However, this efficiency was only displayed at high
speeds. Therefore, if such a motor were to act as a generator then the
mechanical source must be able to support this. However, at this stage, initial
results were promising.
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6.6.2 Testing of Graupner 12V Motors
These motors were available after use by the 2001 – 2002 group. Therefore
another generator test was conducted at minimal expense. The Plettenberg
HP 220 motors proved to be efficient in operation, therefore one was used to
drive a Graupner motor as a generator as shown in figure 6.12.
Mounting frames
Plettenburg
Motor

Flexible
Coupling

Power
Supply

DC to 3 Phase AC and
Speed Controller

Graupner DC motor acting
as a generator

Load

Adaptor for
coupling

Load Resistance

Figure 6.12: Rig for Graupner Motor testing

As the properties of the Graupner motor were more limited than the
Plettenberg, care had to be taken during testing not to run it above its
capabilities. In operation as a motor, the Graupner reached a speed of 20000
rpm at its maximum voltage of 12 V. Therefore, care was taken not to exceed
this speed when run in reverse.
As a DC generator, the Graupner required no additional rectifier circuitry and
could be directly connected to the load resistance.
The test was conducted in the same manner as for the HP 220 motors but
with the speed limit of 20,000 rpm. The results from this test are shown in
Appendix 8. The integrity of some of the results may be questionable owing to
the quality of the adaptor between the generator and the flexible coupling. The
motor shaft on the Graupner motor was of a smaller diameter but rather than
purchase a new coupling for just one test, an adaptor was placed between the
motor shaft and the coupling. This was satisfactory for the majority of testing
with the exception of some low resistance loads. In these cases, the torque in
the motor shafts and coupling would have been greater, causing the adaptor
to slip occasionally.
Conclusion to Graupner Motor Testing
As can be seen from the results, the efficiency of this DC motor was low with
a maximum power output of only 40.5 W. Therefore, it was concluded from
this that a DC motor was not satisfactory for the requirements of the Flying
Platform. For reasons explained in section 6.5.3, 3 phase motors are
significantly more powerful than single phase or DC motors. Following the
positive outcome of the Plettenberg tests, it was decided to research other
motors which Plettenberg offer capable of providing greater power. From this,
the HP 370/30/A2 S SL was chosen. This boasted a mechanical output power
of 1467.6 W at a speed of 16135.8 rpm whilst delivering a torque of 86.9 Nm.
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6.6.3 Testing of Plettenberg HP 370/30/A2 S SL Motor
Owing to the high expense of one of these motors [12], only one was
purchase with the satisfaction that it would be adequate for the Platform’s
needs. Once arrived, this motor was tested in a similar fashion to the previous
motors but using the HP 220 as the source. The test rig for this experiment
can be seen in figure 6.13.
Mounting frames
Plettenberg 220
as motor

Plettenberg 370 as
generator

Power
Supply

DC to 3 Phase AC and
Speed Controller

Load

Flexible
Coupling

Rectifier and Load
Resistance

Figure 6.13: Rig Plettenberg HP 370 Motor testing

The test was conducted in the same fashion as for the HP 220 motors.
However, excessive heat emissions from both motors were noticed at high
speeds. The results from this test are shown in Appendix 9.
Conclusion to Plettenberg HP 370/30/A2 S SL Motor Testing
As can be seen from the results, efficiencies were low from this motor.
However, it was agreed by all present during testing that this was due to the
configuration of the test. The smaller HP 220 could not meet the power
requirements of the larger HP 370/30/A2 S SL (hereafter referred to as the HP
370). With efficiencies specified in excess of 80% by the manufacturer, this
motor had the ability to perform better. Therefore, the original intension of
using an IC engine to power the HP 370 as a generator was developed. This
unit was named the “genset”.
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6.7 Three Phase Power Generation
6.7.1 Theory
In section 6.5.1 it was explained that when continuous DC is supplied to a
basic motor, sinusoidal output torque was achieved. Here the opposite is true:
a continuous mechanical input produces a sinusoidal electrical output. Figure
6.14 illustrates the behaviour of such a generator.
Single
Phase
AC
output
Rotor
Stator

S

N
0

90

180

270

360

Figure 6.14: Output from a basic single phase generator

If the output voltage of a generator behaves in this sinusoidal fashion then
the current drawn from the generator will as well. As a result, the power from
such a generator will be zero twice during each cycle. Much can be gained if
the Platform power supply is balanced out more. Indeed the manufacturers of
the Schulze 32.55 speed controllers recommend that they should be supplied
from a DC source [37]. Therefore, the power source needs to be able to
reflect this. A single phase power source is not able to do this.
A three phase (3 ) generator consists of a stator with all three separate
windings symmetrically distributed around its periphery and an
electromagnetic or permanent magnet rotor driven at synchronous speed by a
turbine or engine. As it rotates, the rotor induces a sinusoidal voltage in the
same way as above. With three individual windings, three sinusoidal voltages
are induced. However, due to the orientation of these windings, each sinusoid
is out of phase by 120°. This is shown in figure 6.15.
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N
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180
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Figure 6.15: A 3

Generator and output sinusoids
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It is important that each phase generated is loaded equally so that a
balanced 3 system prevails. If this is true then the power from each sinusoid
can be calculated from the following equations [28]:
2
PRED = VRED
/R

(eq. 8)

2
PYELLOW = VYELLOW
/R

(eq. 9)

2
/R
PBLUE = VBLUE

(eq. 10)

Plotted against time, the power for each phase can also be seen to be
sinusoidal. The sum of all these sinusoids gives the total power of the 3
system which reveals that the total instantaneous power at all times is
constant and equal. This is represented in equation 11.

PTOTAL = PRED + PYELLOW + PBLUE = 1.5 ⋅

V2
R

(eq. 11)

6.7.2 Winding of three phase sources and loads
3 motors and generators may be wound in one of two ways: Star or Delta.
The difference between these windings is discussed here. Although the
individual outputs from each phase are the same regardless of the internal
wiring, it is important to note that each type behaves very differently when all
phases are working together.
Star Windings
In a star configuration, the three windings share a common node called the
“neutral node” as shown in figure 6.16. If the system is correctly balanced,
then the total of all the currents flowing from this central node will be zero. In
large scale applications, this neutral node is connected to the equivalent
node on the 3 equipment it is supplying. This connection does not
necessarily have to be made and is only used if the system potentially
becomes unbalanced. A star wired 3 supply driving a star wired 3 motor,
for example, will not need to make this connection as the system is perfectly
balanced.
a

V Yn

Y

b

B

IL
IP
VP

V Yn
VBn

Y

c

V YB

VL

VRY

n

n

VRn

R
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B
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IP

R
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Figure 6.16: Star Phasors and wiring
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As the current from the node point is zero, then at any one time, the sum
total of currents in all phases will be zero. For each phase, the current flowing
from the star point will be the same as for the source, seen in figure 6.16c.
Therefore the following is true of star wired 3 phase systems:

IP = IL

(eq. 12)

As the potential of the node is not “seen” by the load then potential
difference can only be between phases. As these are 120° out of phase then
phasor geometry can be used to find the solution. This is shown in figures
6.16b and 6.16c. It follows that the relationship between the source PD, Vp
and the Load PD, Vl is given by:
VL = 3 ⋅ VP

(eq. 13)

Therefore, using star wiring, a greater line PD can be achieved than from the
individual sources. However, the current is the same. This makes star wires
suitable in applications such as electrical power distribution where larger
currents would require larger, heavier, more expensive conductors to transmit
the same amount of power. Keeping the current the same but increasing the
PD improves efficiency by typically 150% [29]. Also, the negative node can be
supplied to consumers providing them with a 240 V or a 415 V ( 3.240)
supply depending on their requirements. This also has the added advantage
that the 3 phases do not have to be strictly balanced by the consumer.
Delta Windings
In a delta configuration, there is no central node point. The three sources are
connected together so that the negative side of one is joined to the positive of
another. As a result, the configuration shown in figure 6.17a is achieved.
Y

IY

a
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b
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V YB

I YB
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I RY
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B

VL

R

VBR
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Figure 6.17: Delta Phasors and wiring

Due to the configuration of delta wiring, the potential difference across each
phase is the same as each source, as shown in figure 16.7c. Therefore, for
three phase delta generators:

VI = VP

(eq. 14)

The sum total of all the currents in all three phases at any one time is zero
as before with the star wiring method. When examining each phase in turn, it
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can be seen that each delta point does not directly come from one source. In
the same way that the voltages in a star system were 120° out of phase, the
current is now out of phase. Therefore, phasor geometry can be used to
calculate the current in the output lines. The relationship is shown in equation
15.
IL = 3 ⋅ IP

(eq. 15)

Therefore, using a delta winding, greater total currents can be drawn
compared to what each source can supply. The PD between the phases
remains the same. This makes delta configurations useful for motors where
greater currents will be needed from the lines as the torque increases.
However, the current through each of the phase winding will be less. This
allows motors to be constructed with thinner wire windings and reduces the
heat generated.
Power Output from Star and Delta Windings [28]
The Power from each phase of a 3 generator is the product of its PD and
Current flow. In the case of a star system this will be:
P = VP 3 × I P = VP I P 3

In a delta system the power produced is the same:
P = VP × I P 3 = VP I P 3

This proves that the same power can be achieved from either a star or a
delta wired generator. The choice of wiring used depends on the application.
Typically star wiring is ideal for generation as the resulting currents are low.
Delta wiring of motors then allows a more efficient and cooler operation.
6.7.3 Conclusion of 3 Phase power research and its role on the Flying
Platform
From this, it was possible to determine that the Plettenberg HP 370 motor
was wired using a delta configuration which is ideal for use as a motor.
However, in the role of a generator, achieving high voltages will be difficult.
Providing that a level similar to that required by the HP220s can be achieved,
there should theoretically be ample current available.
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6.8 AC to DC conversion
Due to the nature of the Schulze 32.55 speed controllers, the 3 phase supply
cannot be directly fed from the generator to the motors. The output of the
generator needed to be converted to a stable DC for use as the input to the
speed controllers and all the onboard electronics. The simplest form of AC to
DC conversion is achieved by using a half or full bridge rectifier. In a 3 phase
system, the full bridge rectifier can be extended as shown by the circuit in
figure 6.18.

Figure 6.18: 3 phase AC to DC rectifier circuit

Two rectifier circuits were built. The first was built on strip board and could
handle currents up to 60A. This was used for initial testing purposes.
Following this, a 120A version was built for the final application as the
perimeter fans would draw more than 60A of current when responding to
stability disturbance. This circuit had to adopt a different construction than the
first. As the generator was wired in delta form, comparatively high current
levels would be drawn for a lower voltage. This would generate heat and so
sinks were mounted on the diodes. The tracks on strip board would also not
be able to handle such demands and so the final unit with 6.0mm2 stranded
cable shown in figure 6.19 was built. Once tested, this unit could be scaled
down in weight and size for final application on the platform.

MDF base for test purposes
only to ensure heat sinks to not
come in contact with each
other.

3 Phase supply
120A diodes

6.0mm2 stranded
conductors

0.1F Capacitor

36V d.c. output

Figure 6.19: Final high current rectifier for testing purposes only
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6.9 Genset Development
Following the understanding of electrical power generation and rectification,
the genset could be built can tested. Such a design required close association
between electronic and mechanical disciplines in order to develop a unit
which would function correctly. The genset was to run in a configuration
shown in figure 6.20.
OS MAX 91 IC Engine

Engine
Shaft

Mounting frame
Machined
Adaptor

Plettenberg 370 as
generator

Load

Flexible
Coupling

Rectifier and Load
Resistance

Flywheel
Figure 6.20: Genset Configuration

One of the initial problems which required a solution was how to start the
engine when in this configuration. As discussed in detail by R. Holbrook [13],
OS Max engines are either pull started or have an extra starter module
attached to the shaft. This idea of using this additional module was discarded
due its addition of extra weight. The issue of starting this IC engine is
discussed in the following section.
6.9.1 IC starters
Consideration was made in how to restart the engines during flight in the
event of failure. However, in order to achieve this, a lead acid battery would
have to be mounted on the platform resulting in the weight of the platform
being greater than the thrust available to lift. The control group also argued
that an in flight starter would be pointless as the platform will never be able to
restart in time to prevent itself crash landing. However, there is a safety
concern here as well. Starting the IC engines manually requires close contact
with the platform. In order to minimise personal risk, an idea of starting the
platform from an umbilical was conceived. Due to the nature of the
configuration of the genset, the Plettenberg HP 370 will have to momentarily
act as a motor to turn the engine. This was to be fed by a three phase supply
from the umbilical. Once this engine has started, the Plettenberg HP 370 will
then serve as a generator supplying electrical power to the on board
electronics and perimeter fans. Once online, the platform will detect that the
central ducted fan IC is not running from a control circuit and activate a motor
to start it. A block diagram of this concept as proposal to the group is shown in
Appendix 10.
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As the concept of using an IC engine to generate power was in its first stage
of development, it was decided that the starter idea for the central fan IC
engine should not be pursued this year. However, the genset IC engine
needed to be started by this method in order to allow testing to begin.
6.9.2 Three Phase Umbilical Starter System
A3

Mains Supply Starter

3 phase 36V Secondary

3 phase 415V Primary

As explained in section 6.7.2, many consumers are supplied with a 3
electrical system operating at 50Hz. This supply could be used in a simple
and effective way to start the genset IC engine. By using an array of
transformers, the amplitude of the
mains supply can be reduced to the
R
R
36V required by the motor. Figure 6.21
shows the method to connect 3
transformers to reduce the voltage of a
3 supply. In effect, the windings of
Y
the three transformers are connected
Y
in a star formation. In effect, this unit is
the same as a generator but rather
than mechanical power as the input,
B
electrical power is used instead. Star
B
windings are used to increase the
voltage but not the current. In this way,
the transformers remain cooler and
can be smaller in size.

Figure 6.21: A Three Phase transformer

When the motor starts the engine, it will immediately reverse roles and
become a generator. To avoid damage to the circuitry and the motor, this
moment at which the engine starts needed to be detected and used to
disconnect the power supply from the umbilical. For this, a Residual Current
Device (RCD) was considered as a possible solution. In normal operation, the
total current flowing at any one time will be zero providing that the load is
balanced. When the engine starts, the genset will try to force anther 3 signal
down the umbilical against the existing supply. Therefore, the phases through
the RCD will become irregular and disordered. This will be seen as an
imbalance by the RCD and it is hoped that it will cut out thus disconnecting
the ground supply.
The concept of using an RCD and mains 3 supply was not used as it was
felt that there was a safety concern dealing with lethal 415 V supplies. From a
logistical point of view, this would also mean that the platform could only be
started inside a building or at least somewhere where there was a 3 mains
outlet. Such a method would be impractical for use in reality.
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A Transistor Starter
It has been seen that mains 3 supplies are not portable or often available
at locations where such a Flying Platform may wish to be started. Resorting to
using a generator is impractical since this will take more time, effort and
expense to move than the platform itself. DC SLA batteries are easily
transportable and can achieve currents needed for such a starter circuit. From
research and discussions, it may be possible to design a 3 starter circuit
which is powered from such a DC battery. In effect, this would be a simplified
version of a Schulze 32.55 speed controller.
A rudimentary 3 signal can be developed using a Peripheral Interface
Controller (PIC) as discussed by A. Tombling [25]. However, the outputs from
the PIC are rated at 25 mA max at 5 V. A method of using this small level of
power to control the high currents required by the motor was devised by using
power transistors. However, there are currently no power transistors available
which can manage such high collector current from such a small base current.
Therefore, MJ11015 npn Darlington pair transistors were used. According to
the manufacturer’s specifications and various calculations, it was possible to
handle a 20 A collector current from a 4.4 mA base current. This required the
use of a 24 V DC battery.
The resulting output from the PIC was such that current was drawn into the
motor through one phase and released through the other two. This sequence
was continued through each phase allowing rotation of the motor. The
resulting connections to each motor phase for 1 cycle are shown in table 6.4.

Red Phase
+24V
0V
0V

Yellow Phase
0V
+24V
0V
Table 6.4: 3

Blue Phase
0V
0V
+24V

Generated from PIC

For each phase, an arrangement shown in figure 6.2.2 was used to control
the flow of current either into or out of the motor. Both conditions are
demonstrated. From this it can also be seen that care had to be taken not to
ensure that both Darlington transistors were activated simultaneously. If this
occurred, there would be a direct short circuit across the terminals of the
battery. The full circuit diagram is shown in Appendix 11.
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TRANSISTORS
ACTIVATED

PIC
OUTPUT
(ACTIVE)

CURRENT
FLOW

PIC
OUTPUT
(DE-ACTIVE)

TO MOTOR
CONNECTION

PIC
OUTPUT
(DE-ACTIVE)

TRANSISTORS
CUT OFF

TO MOTOR
CONNECTION

TRANSISTORS
ACTIVATED

CURRENT
FLOW

PIC
OUTPUT
(ACTIVE)

TRANSISTORS
CUT OFF

Figure 6.22: The two conditions of current flow either into or out of the motor

Testing of Transistor starter circuit
The initial test was unsuccessful owing to the different roles which the
Darlington transistors play for each phase. The failure was due to the fact that
the Gate-Emitter PD would have only been 0.6 V. As a result, when the PIC
activated this transistor, 23.4 V was encountered on the PIC output resulting
in a cascading failure. A solution to this problem would be to change the top
level Darlington Pairs to pnp type modules and control the base of these via
additional npn transistors.
Another problem encountered during testing was that the 20 A of current
flowing into the motor was not sufficient. This resulted in currents in excess of
25 mA drawn from the PIC thus damaging it further. After much deliberation, it
was realised that the only way to get such a circuit to work was to connect
many transistors in a Darlington fashion in order to “step up” the current
progressively. However, such a design would be expensive and time
consuming to build. A more elegant approach was called for.
A MOSFET Starter Circuit
After discussion with various sources
[30, 31] and personal research into the
operation of FET technology [32], it
was decided that the use of MOSFETs
in place of Darlington pair transistors
would simplify the design of the 3
phase starter circuit. Put simply, a
MOSFET will allow a current to flow
between the Drain and the Source
terminals depending on the level of
- 35 -
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voltage placed on the gate. They have the advantage over transistors that no
current flows between the gate and source terminals. Similarly to transistors,
MOSFETS come in two types. Depending on whether the load is before or
after the MOSFET will determine which type to use. This is shown in figure
6.23.
As discussed at the beginning of section 6.6, when the motor is running, a
back e.m.f will be generated. This may be significant enough to damage the
MOSFETs and so it was recommended [30] to use reversed diodes to “soak
up” these induction spikes.
The risk that both top and bottom gates could be opened allowing a short
circuit is greater here due to the transition times for the MOSFET to change
state. Therefore, the PIC was programmed with a delay between cutting of
one MOSFET and activating the other. However, relying on software to
prevent this is also risky. The addition of a diode between the gate of the
lower and upper Power MOSFETs electronically prevents both from being
active. A full circuit diagram of this arrangement can be found in Appendix 12
with the final construction in figure 6.24.
Red Phase
Yellow Phase
Blue Phase

3 Phase
Output
to motor

Connector to
PIC circuit [25]

DC input
from
battery

Figure 6.24: Final MOSFET starter circuit

According to the manufacturer’s specifications of all the MOSFETs used, the
greatest transition time to achieve change of state was 150 ns. It should have
been possible to achieve significant motor speeds using this circuit. In reality
the circuitry did allow rotation but only at extremely slow speeds. When the
frequency of the signals from the PIC was increased, the motor stopped. After
various investigations and debugging efforts, this circuit was abandoned
owing to time constraints.
Using a Schulze 32.55 speed controller for starting
During the design of the MOSFET starter circuit, it was realised that it may
be possible to use a Schulze 32.55 speed controller safely for this purpose.
Such a controller will have to be able to cope with the back e.m.f. from the
motor. It is likely that this will be achieved in the same way as for the
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MOSFET circuit with reversed diodes across the internal components. This
theory is strengthened by the statement in the user documentation [27]
indicating that it is important to observe correct DC polarity of the controller. In
the event of incorrect connection, a short circuit will occur as a consequence
of these diodes.
With the problems incurred by the MOSFET circuit, and time constraints, it
was decided to use one of these controllers to simply see if the genset engine
would start. This was tried on the configuration as illustrated in figure 6.20
with no load attached to the generator and was successful. Once the engine
started, the speed controller was immediately turned off and disconnected to
avoid damage. In examining this after the test, no damage had been incurred
by the speed controller and it was decided to use this to start the final genset.
6.9.3 Genset Construction
Appendix 13 illustrates the testing proposal for the genset which was agreed
by the group at a meeting. Testing the genset required the output of the
generator to be connected to a load resistance equivalent to that of the
platform. If the genset could provide enough power at this load level, then the
test would be successful. When providing 1 kg of thrust, the perimeter fans
require a total of 1.6 kW. When running at 30 V, the load resistance needed to
be close to ½
in order to match the current demands of the platform.
However, no resistor blocks which could handle in excess of 10 A were able
to be sourced. Therefore, construction of a load circuit using resistance wire
was initiated. The circuit was mounted on a piece of board and was aimed at
supporting the resistance wire whilst allowing any connections or adjustments
to be made easily and safely. The plans for this board are shown in Appendix
14. This test board offered the following additional advantages:

•
•
•

•

The resistance wire was mounted to the back of the board in a regular
fashion allowing air to circulate around it when in operation.
During testing, the board could be mounted beside the genset to act as
a protective barrier in the event of engine failure.
The load resistance was initially set to 5 . This could be unplugged
via a banana plug on the front of the board to allow the genset to be
tested with no load. Once the 5
load was connected, subsequent
connections allowed this to be reduced further until a load typical to
that of the platform could be achieved.
Easy disconnection the speed controller once the engine had started
was made possible through connectors on the front of the board.

6.9.4 Initial Genset Testing
Once the load circuit board was developed, testing begun on the Genset.
However, it was not possible to collect any results owing to various problems
with the connection between the engine and the coupling. As seen in figure
6.20 the coupling was attached to the engine shaft by means of an adaptor.
As the motor shaft was threaded, this adapter was made to screw on. When
the engine runs in a normal clockwise direction, the adaptor is constantly
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being tightened. However, when the motor tries to turn the engine in this
direction, the adaptor is loosened. Therefore the adaptor was drilled and
secured to the motor shaft by grub screws.
Once this issue was rectified, testing was soon aborted again when the
flexible coupling failed. A high strength coupling was bought to cope with the
initial torque but this failed when the generator became loose from its fixings
as a result of excessive vibrations from the engine.
On the next occasion, the entire IC engine failed catastrophically for no
obvious reason. It is discussed in R. Holbrook’s report [13] that this may have
been due to the cumulative marginal misalignments incurred during previous
repairs.
6.9.5 Final Genset Testing
In light of this failure, a new OS IC engine was purchased. This was a
marine version with an integral flywheel and a water cooled head. At this
stage of the project, it was agreed that the genset will not be put on the
platform this year and merely tested in order to determine its characteristics.
After several months of attempted testing, some results were finally achieved.
They are shown in Appendix 15.
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6.10 Power Distribution System
During the course of the project, it was unknown if the genset would be
capable of providing enough electrical power to satisfy the requirements of the
platform. Nonetheless, what ever source is used to provide power, it will still
need to be converted into the various levels required by the onboard
electronic components. However, for the benefit of the design, it was
assumed that the source PD would be 36 V. This PD was chosen as it is the
greatest PD which the speed controllers of the perimeter fans will accept. For
the same power, the greater the input voltage; the lower the current drawn.
Every electronic sub-system required a DC power supply including the fans.
This was achieved by using the rectifier described in the previous section.
However, the specific voltage requirements needed to be determined and
supplied via a separate power supply circuit. In order to minimise the number
of components used, and ultimately the overall weight, the designers of each
circuit worked closely to try and use similar voltages. Table 6.5 shows the
specific electronic sub-systems with their individual voltage and power
requirements.
Electronic sub-system

Requirements

Perimeter Fans

Voltage:
Power:
Voltage:
Power:
Voltage:
Power:
Voltage:
Power:
Voltage:
Power:
Voltage:
Power:

Servo motors for engine throttles
IMU
IMU Decoder
Control
Radio Controlled Receiver

12-36V, Ground
1.6kW
5V, Ground
2.5W
8V, Ground
12W
±15V, 5V, Ground
6W
±15V, Ground
25W
±12V, Ground
25W (allocated)

Table 6.5: Voltage requirements from each electronic sub-system.

It can be seen that both positive and negative voltages are required.
Therefore the 36 V supply is needed to be divided in two with the ground
reference point set at 18 V. In reality the DC output from the rectifier is
actually ±18 V with respect to the three phase supply which simplifies this
issue. From the theory on 3 phase power generation in section 6.7 it was
shown from phasor diagrams that the sum of all three phases is zero.
Therefore using a voltage summer in conjunction with the rectifier will produce
the 0V line.
The power supply for all sub-systems, with the exception of the perimeter
fans, had the three input voltages of ±18V and 0V. Voltage regulators were
used to adjust these to the levels required in table 6.5. LM317 and LM337
regulators were used for positive and negative voltage outputs respectively.
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These were chosen as their output voltage could be adjusted via an external
feedback circuit. It also proved more cost effective to buy these in quantity
rather than individual ones for specific needs. The final design can be seen in
figure 6.25. The switches were added for testing purposes only allowing each
voltage supply to be isolated if necessary. In application, the switches could
be removed to keep weight to a minimum. The circuit diagram can be seen in
Appendix 16.
Outputs with
labels
Switches for
isolating
different
voltages within
the sub-system

±18V and 0V
inputs
Figure 6.25: Platform power supply with isolation switches for testing purposes only

The motors for the perimeter fans were powered directly from the rectifier.
These motors were specified to accept any voltage between 12 and 36V. As
already explained, in order to conserve current, the higher voltage level was
chosen.
Testing of Power Supply
At the time of writing, the genset was not able to be tested with the power
supply unit. Therefore, a ±18V bench power supply was used. According to
the data sheet on the LM317 voltage regulators, no more than 0.5 A should
be drawn from the 5 V lines. This can be seen from the data sheet in
Appendix 17. Therefore, a 20 resistor was used and the voltage across this
was calibrated to 5 V. For the +8 V, +12 V and +15 V lines the maximum rated
current was 2.2 A. Therefore these outputs were calibrated using a 10 ohm
load resistance.
The LM337 voltage regulators behaved in the same way as the LM317s but
with the only difference that they could handle negative voltages. Therefore,
they were able to be calibrated and tested using the same method as before.
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7. Discussion Conclusion and Future Recommendations
This report has discussed that Design and Development of the electrical
aspect of the Flying Platform from work conducted by the author. It was
unfortunate that the platform could not achieve tethered flight in a similar
fashion to the previous group but this was mainly due to the high number of
problems and failures occurred during the course of the project. However,
achievements have been made in the exploration of the concepts detailed in
the aims. These are discussed in the following sections.
Genset
After several problems, the genset was eventually testing and results were
obtained. Although, results are limited, initial observations look promising and
this concept may be a viable solution to power supply requirements on the
platform. As explained in the theory, three phase power generation is the only
way to obtain as much power from as little weight as possible. When the
project is continued in October 2004, it is hoped that further testing of the
genset will continue in order to explore its full potential.
Power Supply
A power supply unit has been designed, built and tested. This will satisfy the
requirements of all the electronic sub modules on the platform. As explained
in the text, this design is for test purposes only. In order to conserve weight,
this unit will need to be reduced before it can be mounted on the platform.
Propulsion
Owing to a lack of structure, it was not possible to determine whether the total
thrust generated from the larger central duct and four perimeter fans will be
enough to lift two IC engines and a generator. This is recommended to be the
starting point for any continued development. If this configuration is proved to
work, then the Platform is closer to flight. However, if it will not work, then
other methods must be explored.
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Appendix 1: The Product Design Specification (PDS)
Performance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

kg.

Must hover approx. 1 m above the ground.
Flight Duration to be approx. 20 minutes.
Must remain stable
Must provide viable operating platform
Must be able to carry a payload of up to 3

Must have the capability to have the
ON/OFF controlled by remote.

Environment

1.

Must be capable of operating in a
temperature range of -10°C to 50°C.
2.
Must be capable of operating in humid
conditions and to be water resistant when
operating in light rain.
3.
Must be operated in minimal air flow
disturbances, i.e. minimal wind speeds.

Maintenance

1.

Onboard battery must be easily accessible
for possible replacement and recharging.
2.
Fuel tank for internal combustion engine
must also be easily accessible for refuelling.

Life in Service

1.

Product’s life service is to be approx. 5
years.

Target production cost

1.

A budget of £1000 has been assigned to
the project.

Size

1.

The Flying Platform’s dimensions to be
similar to the dimensions specified in the
previous group’s report.

Weight

1.

Yet to be determined but should be
designed for minimum weight possible.
Estimated weight including payload is 10 kg.

Materials

1.

Materials used must have a high
mechanical tolerance and must have as low a
density as possible.

Design Constraints

1.
2.

The flight must be completely autonomous.
The design must not be a helicopter
design.
3.
Must use an onboard IC engine for power
generation.
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1. Forward / Reverse

2. Left / Right

3. Up / Down

4. Pitch

5. Roll

6. Yaw
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Appendix 4: A Block Diagram of the Platform Components
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Appendix 5: Results from Initial Thrust Testing
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Appendix 5: Results from Initial Thrust Testing (ctd.)
Power In against RPM
1200

Power In (W)

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

35000

RPM

Power In against Thrust
1200

Power In (W)

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0.00

500.00

1000.00
Thrust (g)
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Appendix 6: Group Summary of Ultra Capacitors
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Appendix 7: Results from Plettenberg HP220 Testing
V in
(V)
25.2
25.1
25.0
24.9
24.8
24.7
24.6
24.6
24.6
24.6
25.1
24.9
24.7
24.6
25.0
24.8
24.6
24.5
24.8
24.8
24.6
24.4
25.0
24.7
24.7
24.3

I in

(A)

0.4
1.3
2.3
3.3
3.8
4.4
5.0
5.2
6.4
6.4
2.3
4.5
6.5
8.0
2.3
5.0
7.3
9.5
2.3
5.4
9.0
11.3
2.3
6.8
12.0
15.9

Electrical Power
In (W)

Strobe
Reading

Speed
(rpm)

V out
(V)

R load (?)

I out
(A)

10.08
32.63
57.50
82.17
94.24
108.68
123.00
127.92
157.44
157.44
57.73
112.05
160.55
196.80
57.50
124.00
179.58
232.75
57.04
133.92
221.40
275.72
57.50
167.96
296.40
386.37

3000
6800
9800
12000
13600
15000
16000
17000
18600
19000
7900
13200
16200
19000
7500
12600
15000
18800
6800
11800
15400
18800
5800
10500
14600
18200

6000
13600
19600
24000
27200
30000
32000
34000
37200
38000
15800
26400
32400
38000
15000
25200
30000
37600
13600
23600
30800
37600
11600
21000
29200
36400

2.4
7.1
10.9
13.4
15.4
17
18.2
19.3
21.2
21.9
8.3
14.5
18.3
21.4
7.2
13.6
17.5
21
6.9
12.7
16.7
20.6
5.5
10.9
15.4
19.3

5
5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.6
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

0.48
1.42
2.14
2.58
2.91
3.15
3.37
3.51
3.79
3.91
2.08
3.63
4.58
5.35
2.40
4.53
5.83
7.00
3.45
6.35
8.35
10.30
5.50
10.90
15.40
19.30

Electrical Power
Efficiency
Out (W)
1.15
10.08
23.30
34.53
44.75
53.52
61.34
67.73
80.26
85.64
17.22
52.56
83.72
114.49
17.28
61.65
102.08
147.00
23.81
80.65
139.45
212.18
30.25
118.81
237.16
372.49

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%

Efficiency

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00
I OUT (A)
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46.91%
52.15%
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Appendix 8: Results from Graupner 12V Motor Testing
V in
(V)
25.2
25.1
25.0
25.1
25.0
24.9
24.9
25.1
25.0
25.0
24.9
25.1
25.0
25.0
24.9
25.2
25.1
25.1
25.0
24.9

I in

(A)
0.7
1.6
2.5
0.6
1.7
2.6
3.6
0.7
1.7
2.8
4.0
0.7
1.9
3.0
4.4
0.5
0.9
1.8
2.4
3.4

Electrical Power
In (W)

Strobe
Reading

Speed
(rpm)

V out
(V)

R load (?)

I out
(A)

18.14
40.16
62.50
15.06
42.50
64.74
89.64
17.57
42.50
70.00
99.60
17.57
47.50
75.00
109.56
12.60
22.59
45.18
60.00
84.66

3300
6300
8700
3200
6100
8400
10000
3100
5800
7800
8700
2600
5000
7000
9000
1500
2500
3400
4900
5900

6600
12600
17400
6400
12200
16800
20000
6200
11600
15600
17400
5200
10000
14000
18000
3000
5000
6800
9800
11800

4
7.7
10.6
4
7.5
10
11.98
3.7
6.9
9.2
11
3
6
7.8
9
1.5
2.3
3.6
4.5
5.6

5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.80
1.54
2.12
1.00
1.88
2.50
3.00
1.23
2.30
3.07
3.67
1.50
3.00
3.90
4.50
1.50
2.30
3.60
4.50
5.60

Electrical Power
Efficiency
Out (W)
3.20
11.86
22.47
4.00
14.06
25.00
35.88
4.56
15.87
28.21
40.33
4.50
18.00
30.42
40.50
2.25
5.29
12.96
20.25
31.36

45.00%
40.00%
35.00%

Efficiency

30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00
I out (A)
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Appendix 9: Results from Plettenberg HP 370 Testing
V in
(V)
25.0
24.9
24.7
24.5
24.3
24.1
24.0
23.9
23.8
23.8
24.9
24.8
24.6
24.4
24.3
24.1
24.0
23.8
23.7
23.7
25.0
24.8
24.6
24.3
24.1
23.9
23.7
23.5
24.9
24.8
24.6
24.3
24.1
23.9
23.6

I in

(A)

0.4
1.9
4.7
7.8
11.3
15.0
19.4
23.5
29.1
29.6
0.4
2.2
5.3
8.9
13.0
17.6
22.7
28.4
35.1
35.8
0.6
3.2
8.1
14.5
21.6
29.8
38.8
47.4
0.4
3.2
8.5
15.2
22.7
30.8
69.4

Electrical Power In Strobe
(W)
Reading
10.00
12
47.31
30.5
116.09
52
191.10
72
274.59
90.5
361.50
108
465.60
127
561.65
145
692.58
164
704.48
168
9.96
12
54.56
31
130.38
52
217.16
71
315.90
89
424.16
108
544.80
126
675.92
143
831.87
162
848.46
164
14.50
9.5
79.36
26
200.24
44
352.35
62
520.56
76
712.22
92
919.56
106
1113.90
128
9.96
10
79.36
27.5
209.10
44.5
369.36
61
547.07
75.5
736.12
88
1637.84
105

Speed
(rpm)
2400
6100
10400
14400
18100
21600
25400
29000
32800
33600
2400
6200
10400
14200
17800
21600
25200
28600
32400
32800
1900
5200
8800
12400
15200
18400
21200
25600
2000
5500
8900
12200
15100
17600
21000

V out
(V)
2.25
7.48
13.81
19.34
24.4
29.5
34.6
39.6
44.6
45.4
2.11
7.48
13.63
18.96
24
28.9
34
38.5
43.3
44.2
1.69
5.94
10.84
15.5
19.85
24
27.7
30.9
1.7
6.1
10.9
15.4
19.3
22.8
25.6

R load (?)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2
2
2
1.9
1.8
1.7
1

I out
(A)
0.45
1.50
2.76
3.87
4.88
5.90
6.92
7.92
8.92
9.08
0.53
1.87
3.41
4.74
6.00
7.23
8.50
9.63
10.83
11.05
0.56
1.98
3.61
5.34
7.09
8.89
10.65
12.36
0.85
3.05
5.45
8.11
10.72
13.41
25.60

Electrical Power
Out (W)
1.01
11.19
38.14
74.81
119.07
174.05
239.43
313.63
397.83
412.23
1.11
13.99
46.44
89.87
144.00
208.80
289.00
370.56
468.72
488.41
0.95
11.76
39.17
82.84
140.72
213.33
295.11
381.92
1.45
18.61
59.41
124.82
206.94
305.79
655.36

Efficiency
10.13%
23.65%
32.86%
39.15%
43.36%
48.15%
51.42%
55.84%
57.44%
58.52%
11.17%
25.64%
35.62%
41.38%
45.58%
49.23%
53.05%
54.82%
56.35%
57.56%
6.57%
14.82%
19.56%
23.51%
27.03%
29.95%
32.09%
34.29%
14.51%
23.44%
28.41%
33.79%
37.83%
41.54%
40.01%

70.00%

60.00%

Efficiency

50.00%

5R Load
4R Load

40.00%

3R Load

30.00%

2R Load

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00
I out (Amps)
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Appendix 10: Block Diagram of Platform Starter System
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Appendix 11: Circuit Diagram of Darlington Pair 3 Phase
Motor Circuit (Circuit No: jmb001)
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Appendix 12: Circuit Diagram of MOSFET 3 Phase Motor
Circuit (Circuit No: jmb002)
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Appendix 14: Genset Test Board

Rectifier
PlettenbergHP
370M
otor

LeadandSocketto
connecttheload
accrossthe
generator

Leadcanbeputin
varioussockets
dependingonthe
loadrequired

Connectionsto3
PhaseSchulze
SpeedControler

Linksat
m
easured
resistances

0.5Ω1Ω2Ω

Resistance
W
ire

Front

Back
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Appendix 15: Genset Test Results
Strobe
Reading

Speed (±100)
Load
Resistance (?)
(rpm)

155
160
182
185
190
190
210
180
150
183
170
190

15500
16000
18200
18500
19000
19000
21000
18000
15000
18300
17000
19000

V out
(V)

I out
(A)

Electrical Power
Out (W)

Integrity
of result

18.0
18.5
22.0
20.0
21.9
22.0
24.0
2.4
20.7
25.0
30.0
33.0

36.0
37.0
44.0
40.0
43.8
44.0
48.0
2.4
4.1
5.0
0.0
0.0

648.00
684.50
968.00
800.00
959.22
968.00
1152.00
5.76
85.70
125.00
0.00
0.00

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Poor
Good
Good
Good
Good

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
5.0
5.0
Open Circuit
Open Circuit

Speed vs Voltage out at 0.5 ohm load
26.0
24.0

V out (V)

22.0
20.0
18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
12000

13000

14000

15000

16000

17000

18000

19000

20000

21000

22000

20000

21000

22000

Speed (rpm)

Speed vs Current out at 0.5 ohm load
50.0
48.0

Current Out (A)

46.0
44.0
42.0
40.0
38.0
36.0
34.0
32.0
30.0
12000

13000

14000

15000

16000

17000

Speed (rpm)
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Appendix 17: Copy of LM317 Voltage Regulator Data Sheet
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Appendix 18: Copy of LM337 Voltage Regulator Data Sheet
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